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How to access the Intercultural Dialogue Resource Centre?

Visit https://www.annalindhfoundation.org and click on the tab RESOURCES CENTRE, you will be directed to the homepage of the Intercultural Dialogue Resource Centre: https://www.annalindhfoundation.org/intercultural-dialogue-hub

What is the Intercultural Dialogue Resource Centre (ICDRC) of the Anna Lindh Foundation?

In 2020 the Anna Lindh Foundation launched the Intercultural Dialogue Resource Centre, a hub gathering publications related to Intercultural Dialogue in the EuroMed region issued from the work of the civil society, media, academia and other relevant stakeholders to make them available and inspiring for everyone. It includes academic and journalistic publications, policy papers, reports, toolkits, manuals dealing with intercultural dialogue with a EuroMed/national approach.

It is organised in line with the following thematic priorities: **Education**: *i.e.*, intercultural learning; **Cities**: *i.e.*, mobility, migration and intercultural cities; **Media**: *i.e.*, media literacy, cross-cultural reporting and its role in shaping perceptions; **Culture**: *i.e.*, arts, creativity, translation for dialogue; **Youth**: *i.e.*, youth empowerment, mutual perceptions; **Gender**: *i.e.*, fighting gender and cultural stereotyping.
How to submit a resource on the Intercultural Dialogue Resource Centre?

- Click on “Submit a Resource” from the Resource Centre tab drop down or in the intro section of the Homepage of the Intercultural Dialogue Resource Centre

- The resources to be submitted to the Intercultural Dialogue Resource Centre are mainly publications on intercultural dialogue in the Euro-Mediterranean region.

- You can find a specific template to be filled in for this category. Please submit the description/abstract of the resource in either English, French or Arabic, the ALF Secretariat will ensure the translation of the final texts to the other two working languages of the Foundation.
What are the required fields to submit a Publication?

**Full Name:** Please provide your name, so we know who to contact should we have any questions about this resource.

**Email:** Please provide your email so that we have a way to contact you regarding this resource.

**Publication Title:** Please provide the full title of the publication

**Publisher:** Please provide the name of the publishing entity (organisations, institutions, publishing house, journals, periodicals, etc.)

**Thematic Area:** Please choose one or more of the proposed thematic areas: Education, Cities, Media, Culture, Youth or Gender

**Countries/Region:** Please select the relevant country(ies) and/or region(s) in relation to the publication.

**Abstract:** Please provide a full description (between 250 and 300 words) of the publication in EN, FR or AR which will be later on translated by the Secretariat into the other 2 languages.

**Publication type:** Please select the applicable type of publication - drop list of:

- Academic publication
- Journalistic publication
- Policy brief
- Policy paper
- Report
- Manual
- Toolkit
- Book
- Book chapter
- Other, please specify

**Source:** Please insert the source link of the publication.

**Publishing Options:** Please choose USER CREATED

**Last step:** Please press SAVE
What are the criteria of the relevant Publications to be uploaded and published on the ICDRC?

The following criteria should be considered when uploading publications:

- It is compulsory to provide a link to the publication itself.
- The abstract should be between 250 and 300 words in English, Arabic or French. The publication itself may be written in any official national language of the Euro-Mediterranean region.
- The publication should be produced by relevant organisations/institutions and available on their platforms.
- The publication should be relevant in terms of Intercultural Dialogue and should be generated at national level, but interesting at Euro-Med regional scale and not pre-date 2018.
- Have an ISBN (International Standard Book Number) or ISSN (International Standard Serial Number) or an equivalent standard.
- The publication cannot address politically sensitive, tense and explosive topics nor shall it use language or terminology that can be deemed as increasing polarisation and mistrust in the region.

What happens to the submitted Resources?

Submitted resources will be forwarded for the editorial check of the ALF Secretariat. Once the resource is published, it appears then on the Resource Centre Homepage (Latest resources appear first): [https://www.annalindhfoundation.org/intercultural-dialogue-hub](https://www.annalindhfoundation.org/intercultural-dialogue-hub).

The published resource can also be looked up using the different search options of the Resource Centre Search bar such as Search Keywords, Content type, Thematic Area and/or Country/Region: